GQCCC

March Block of the Month, pick up at the February meeting and return in
March with your name attached for a chance to win all the blocks.
Starry night is a two color variable 12 ½” unfinished star block with half the
background dark and half the background light.
From your Navy or Dark Blue fabric cut:
A - cut one 7” square
B - cut two 6 ½” x 3 ½” rectangles
C - cut one 4” square
D - cut five 3 ½” squares
From the white tone on tone background fabric cut:
E - one 7” square
F - two 6 ½” x 3 ½” rectangles
G - one 4” square
H - five 3 ½” squares
Make the half square/triangle sections G/C and A/E
1. Draw a diagonal line corner to corner on your 7” background square E.
2. Place right sides together with your 7” blue square.
3. Sew a seam ¼” away from diagonal line on both sides.
4. Cut on the drawn line. Press toward the dark side.

5. Square this square up to 6 ½”, you will have and extra half square
triangle.
6. Using this same technique, make 2 half square triangles from the C
and G pieces, when finished square up to 3 ½”.
Flying geese units F/D and B/H.
1. Draw a diagonal line across the 4 D and H squares.
1. Place a dark square on the light corner of the rectangle F.
2. Sew on the drawn line. Press toward the corner, lining up the corner
with the edge of the rectangle. Trim 1/4 “ from the sewn line. Press
to the corner.
3. Do the same on the other end of the rectangle.
4. Make two of these F/D units. Now repeat the process 1-3 to make
two of the B/H flying geese units.
5. Assemble the star as per diagram, basically a 9 patch unit.
6. Any questions call Margo 925 808-1076.

